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There are several methods available for modeling sustainable supply chain and logistics (SSCL) issues. Multi-objective

optimization (MOO) has been a widely used method in SSCL modeling (SSCLM), nonetheless selecting a suitable

optimization technique and solution method is still of interest as model performance is highly dependent on decision-

making variables of the model development process. 
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1. Introduction

Supply chain modeling has become more applied and feasible in supply chain management and logistics research as it

facilitates decision-making to achieve various objectives, including economic, environmental, and social . Traditional

supply chain models have focused only on operational efficiency by reducing the total cost, lead time, defective items,

unused capacity, and processing time , but novel supply chain models incorporate environmental and social

objectives in addition to economic performance . This phenomenon is evident by the growing research on

sustainable supply chain and logistics modeling (SSCLM) . SSCLM is aimed at optimizing economic, environmental,

and social objectives simultaneously. SSCLM is a complex process as it involves diverse stakeholders from suppliers to

customers for managing products and services accounting for economic, environmental, and social impacts . This

complexity becomes more emphasized when different phases of the supply chain (sourcing, manufacturing, warehousing,

distribution, and transportation), different types of a supply chain (forward, reverse, and close loop), different levels of

decision-making (strategic, tactical, and operational), and supply chain environment (certainty or uncertainty) are

considered.

In this study, the authors explore the scholarly literature to identify the research gaps in multi-objective optimization (MOO)

for SSCLM and to assist decision-makers in selecting suitable optimization techniques and solution methods based on

various SSCL issues. Numerous review studies are currently available; however, they are limited to certain factors. Some

have concentrated more broadly on operational research (OR) methods not specific to MOO  while others have

focused on limited aspects of different sustainability dimensions  or have not considered decision levels and supply

chain phases . Further, most of these research efforts did not take uncertainty into account .

2. Recommendations

This study provided a review of 95 published papers in the field of MOO for SSCLM. The review aimed to identify the

research gaps in MOO for SSCLM and to assist decision-makers in selecting suitable MOO methods and solutions in

developing SSCLM. These purposes were achieved through different research questions covering sustainability

dimensions, indicators, supply chain phases, decision levels, optimization techniques, solution methods, and uncertainty

in SSCLM. The results revealed that the economic and environmental aspects of sustainability still dominate in the

SSCLM, and they are limited to a few indicators. Sourcing, distribution, and transportation issues in the supply chain were

not adequately addressed. Most of the models used classical methods of optimization of which the epsilon constraint (e-

constraint) method is widely used and from metaheuristics methods, hybrid metaheuristics methods were highlighted.

Less than 50% of the reference papers considered uncertainty in the models, and fuzzy programming was commonly

used to address the uncertainty. There are several optimization techniques and solution methods available but selecting

one of them depends on several factors such as the purpose of the decision-maker, nature of the problem, and availability

of the data. This study has presented a comprehensive analysis of the MOO of SSCLM, and the results of the study

significantly contributed to the development of the field of sustainable supply chain and logistics modeling. Specifically, the

current study provided the research gaps in the MOO of SSCLM from sustainability dimensions, sustainability indicators,
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different supply chain phases, decision levels, optimization techniques, and solution methods. Accordingly, future

researchers and decision-makers can use the following key considerations for their potential works in modeling

sustainable supply chain and logistics issues.

In the absence of broad indicators of sustainability assessment and limited focus on the social dimension, the authors

suggest incorporating more social aspects and integrating economic, environmental, and social indicators into the

future of SSCLM. For example, innovation can be considered as an economic indicator in addition to cost, quality, and

delivery flexibility to maximize competitive advantage , which is one of the main economic objectives in supply chain

modeling. As indicated in the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) standard , indirect economic impact, anti-corruption,

and anti-competitive behavior from economic aspects, the material used, biodiversity, supplier environmental

assessment from environmental aspects, training and development, non-discrimination, human rights, and supplier

social assessment from social aspects can be considered as sustainability indicators. Comprehensive economic,

environmental, and social indicators proposed by  can also be used in SSCLM.

To incorporate the sustainability indicators into the optimization models, quantification is a barrier. Direct and indirect

economic benefits can be quantified using the cost of implementing green practices, cost savings of using reverse

logistics practices, and return on environmental and social investment. Social impact can be quantified using factors,

including the number of health and safety training, cost of health and safety training, average hours of training on anti-

corruption policies and procedures, reported cases of corruption and bribery, employee happiness index, community

satisfaction rate, and number of CSR initiatives. The use of comprehensive techniques, including LCA and S-LCA, for

measuring environmental and social impact have more research potential in this case. The authors propose to combine

social science research techniques, including surveys and case research, especially for social sustainability

assessment in optimization models, to avoid its limitations and ensure data quality.

More SSCLMs for sourcing, distribution and transportation phases of the supply chain are required. Of these phases,

the transportation phase requires more focus on strategic decisions, for example, a decision to use electric vehicles to

reduce Co2 emissions. The integration of all levels of decision with uncertainty factors to the model is also emphasized

as a solution method to address uncertainty is limited to fuzzy programming. Incorporating more demand and supply-

related uncertainty factors in a model can lead to exploring other solution methods, such as simulation, scenario and

robust programming. Dividing the optimization model into different phases, including decision levels or supply chain

phases, is recommended as it will help reduce problem space and the solution time. As all these considerations make

optimization models more complex and larger, more sophisticated techniques and solution methods, the inclusion of

hybrid metaheuristics approaches will be more useful in SSCLM. Furthermore, the authors propose the use of more

hybrid and decomposed optimization methods that have direct implications for solving many real-world cases. Other

OR methods, including simulation and system dynamics modeling, can also be applied and combined in future

research, which facilitates decision-makers to acquire a more comprehensive picture of the sustainable supply chain

and logistics issues. 
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